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The American Bar Association's
Marshall-Wythe School of Law
at the College of William and
Mary is facing several
serious problems in addition to
the much publicized inadequacy
of physical facilities.

Dr. Thomas A. Graves Jr.,
college president, told a press
conference Sept. 30 that representatives of the
American Bar Association's
Council on Accrediting had visited Williamsburg.

"We feel that the
school should move toward
multiple-discipline programs," the
spokesman said.

"We're not dealing with
the issue of poor facilities."
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The school should move
shortly toward multiple-discipline programs.

''The ABA visiting
committee found that the William
and Mary administration
should move toward multiple-discipline programs.

Tightened to Discuss It

The ABA committee visited
Virginia, which visited
Libby, Virginia.

William and Mary officials
have received reports from
the ABA indicating that the law
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